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Earth Blend Kit Inside Dimension: 813mm/32 External Dimension: 1092mm/43 Height: 305mm/12 Inner Ring included Collected Width (inches)43.5 Selected Length (inches)43.5S)12.5Manufacturer Color /FinishAshland Earth Blend Kit Inside Dimension: 813mm/12.5Manufacturer Color /FinishAshland Earth Blend Kit Inside Dimension:
813mm/12.5Manufacturer Color/ FinishAshland Earth Blend Kit Inside Measurement: 813mm/12.5Manufacturer Color/FinishAshland Earth Blend Kit Inside Dimension: 813mm/813mm/12mm 32 External Dimension: 1092mm/43 Height: 305mm/ 12 Inner Ring Included Collected Width (inches)43.5S collected length (inches)43.5S collected height
(inches)12.5Manufacturer Color / FinishAshland Basic steps to create fire pits similar no matter what fire pit design you want to build: Choose a place. Check out the layout of the fire pit. Prepare for the location and base. Put the block down. Many of the tools and materials are standard as well, including: Some fire pit builds require you to cut the unit or
pavers to size. For these projects, you also need items such as a circular saw with a concrete blade and safety equipment such as eye protection, hearing protection and a respirator or protective mask. Pre-designed fire pit ring kits come with fire pit blocks and are available in a variety of sizes, shapes and stone patterns. They are the perfect project for DIYer
of any level of experience. With most kits, you don't need to cut or size the block. To build your own fire pit with kit, you just need to lay the block in a prepared place, insert a ring fire pit and add some touches. Check out our video and step-by-step instructions to learn how to make a pit with a ring kit. With a few basic skills and a bit of creativity, you can
easily design and build your own DIY fire pit using a retaining wall block. Depending on the fire pit design you choose, you can cut some of the wall block to size. For this design, you need to add some fire brick to protect the retaining wall block from the heat. This DIY fire pit project requires more planning than building with a kit, but you'll have more style and
size options. Our videos and home fire pit instructions - complete with a list of tools and materials - will show you how to make your own fire pit with a retaining block wall. Classic in the ground pit fire is the ultimate way for you and your family to gather around the outdoor fire year after year. Our instructions on this design will show you how to build a fire pit
from the pavement and turn your yard into a comfortable and relaxing space. This homemade fire pit sits level with the ground. The project includes construction The patio is around the fire pit, so it requires more planning and preparatory work - and more digging - than a fire pit from a set or retaining wall block. The pit itself is lined with a concrete block, and
you will need a fire brick to protect the block. The advantage of this fire pit design is that it allows you to be more creative. You can customize features such as the color and shape of pavers, as well as the size and shape of the shape Patio. To choose the right fire pit design and layout to suit your entertainment needs, think about how you will use your fire pit
area long term. Whether you often go through a lot of outdoor parties with many guests, or want your pit to fit an existing patio, consider building a fire pit in the ground with an paver surround. If your fire pit is mostly enjoyed by you and your family, or if you prefer a more rustic look, a modern fire pit built from retaining wall blocks or timesaving fire pit design
kit can be ideal. Complete your area to gather on cool evenings. Start by building a fire pit and then making it more comfortable and attractive with the right accessories. Patio chairs create a conversation area and you can add an open end table for drinks and snacks. Garden decor such as statues and sculptures will make the area more attractive, and string
lights or wind chimes can help create the perfect mood. Tools, products, materials, methods, building codes and local regulations are changing; thus, Lowe takes no responsibility for the omissions, errors or results of any project. The reader should always exercise reasonable caution, follow the current codes and regulations that may apply, and is strongly
advised to consult with a licensed specialist if you doubt any procedures. The Land Blend Beltis Block 293 x 185 x 100 mm 11.5 x 7.3 x 4 Fire Pits is perfect for spending a cozy night by the fire with family, having fun with friends, or just providing a relaxing evening for two. While there are many reasons to add fire pit to your backyard, one of the best reasons
is that a well-built fire pit can add value to your home and improve the usability of your backyard landscaping. Before you start building on a fire pit you will need to consider a few things like local regulations regarding fire pits, location, what pit fire you want, how to build your fire pit, and even what to put at the bottom of your fire pit. Learn about the best rocks
inside your campfire, including how to use lava stones for a campfire, and how fire pit glass stones can add an extra touch to your backyard function. Then close the fire, grab a book, pull some outdoor furniture and enjoy a new addition to the backyard. Exploring your city's CodeDifferent cities will have different building regulations when it comes to backyard
fire pit construction. Make sure you know the local requirements before you build or you end up wasting time and money when you have to move fire the pit to a new place in your backyard. Depending on where you live you may not be allowed any open fire pits at all. Check your city code to find out if all open flames are prohibited, or if using some kind of lid
or screen on the fire pit will allow you to abide by the rules. You can call your local fire service or Google fire requirements for your area to find out if there are about the size and location of the fires as well. If you're going to build a fire pit in the ground, a quick 811 call before you dig can save you from the headaches and costs that will come with disrupting
underground utilities. Also, make sure the pit is built at least 10 feet away from any trees overhanging branches, fences, shrubs or flammable structures on your property. How are you going to build? The first thing to consider when planning a fire pit is to decide how portable you want your fire pit to be. If you want it to be a permanent fixture in your backyard
landscaping, the traditional ground pit fire is the perfect option. However, if you want to move it around, you may want to consider buying a pre-built portable fire pit or fire table. You will also need to decide whether you want an aboveground or underground fire pit and how you are going to build it. Once you have decided on the type of fire pit you would like to
build you can start buying the materials that you need. You need to know the best stone for the inside pit fire and how deep to do it. Most DIY fire pits are underground because they are the most basic and easy to build. Some tools and materials that you need to build your fire pit are: WheelbarrowShovelGarden rakeTape measureWork Glove Hand
tamperGarden hoseLevelFirebricksRetaining wall blocks OfLava rocks for fire pitConstruction Glue There are great guides to DIY construction for backyard fire pits, with step-by-step instructions to help you get started. Whether you prefer the extravagant design of a fire pit or want something more complex, the contractor is a faster and easier option than
building a fire pit yourself. Hiring a contractor to build a fire pit is also a great idea if you are looking to add more value to your home, because of the quality of the craftsmanship. Does the fire pit need a liner? Fire pit liners have several advantages, such as preventing underground root fires, as well as providing the necessary structure and support if you want
your fire pit to be permanent. A good liner will give your fire pit structure it should last for years to come. There are different types of liners such as stainless steel, soft carbon steel, concrete, tile or stone, copper and cast iron. The most common fire pit liners are made of stainless steel or fiery bricks and are designed to withstand high temperatures.4 Fill your
pit with the right MaterialsLearning that putting the bottom of your fire pit takes more planning than you might have considered. Some materials, such as hard rock, gravel or sand, do not To reach high temperatures and can spark and explode if your fire gets too hot. Instead, use lava stones for your fire pit or lava glass beads as a filler for your fire pit. They
are a safe way to create drainage and make your fire pit look good. While some people prefer to give up filler fire pits and just use concrete or or Base, filler adds a good aesthetic to your fire pit, which can enhance your yard landscaping. Place a thin layer of sand on the bottom of the fire pit and add the recommended 2-6 inches of filler on it. Sandstone, river
rocks, natural rocks and gravel are not ideal for filling fire pits because they are more likely to crack or explode at high temperatures. No matter what type of filling you are using, make sure to fill dry when you light a fire. Rocks can absorb a lot of water, especially river rocks, and rocks that get too hot near a campfire can (and sometimes do) explode. Even wet
lava can explode.5 Which rocks explode in flames? Almost any species of rock has the potential to explode - especially if it is porous and moist. When wet stones are heated, trapped air and water expand very quickly and forcefully break the rock apart, sometimes causing it to explode. Some of the most common rocks to be avoided in building fire pits include
sandstone, limestone, pumice, gravel and river cliffs because of their porous nature and tendency to retain water. Solid rocks, such as granite, marble or slate, are much denser, and therefore less likely to absorb water and explode when exposed to heat. Other breeds that are safe to use around and in your fire pit include fire-prone bricks, lava glass, lava
stones, and poured concrete. This is one of the areas where you can use lava stones for fire safety pits. If you have stones in or around your fire pit, be careful when lighting fires after it rains. Wet stones are much more likely to explode than dry stones. If you often use your fire pit, you may even consider covering your fire pit in unfavorable weather to keep it
dry and keep safe.6. How deep should the fire pits be? For ground fire pits, it is generally recommended to dig down 6 to 12 inches. Make sure the ground is as high as possible before adding in a layer of lava stones or a glass of fire pit. If you decide to dig a deeper fire pit, make sure you have some kind of ventilation so your fire gets enough air to burn. You
may have to use a bowl of fire on top of the masonry to keep the fire elevated. The higher walls around the fire pit can be especially handy if you have small children or pets and want to keep them safe from the flames. Of course, a higher wall cannot replace a watchful eye, but Can certainly create an extra level of safety for families.7 The distance of your fire
pit from the possible safety of DangersFire is paramount when choosing the location of your fire pit. You should always keep your fire pit at least 10 feet away from any trees, overhanging branches, fences, bushes, or flammable structures on your property. Clean from any dry brush around the campfire pit and always do do Your fire pit complies with local
regulations before construction. Also, be sure to call 811 to check on underground utilities before digging. One of the most common dangers to watch out for is root fires. While you may think that you have built your fire far enough from the tree, it is important to remember that the roots of the tree have spread, and building a fire too close to a tree can cause
the roots to burn long after the coals in the fire pit have died. If you decide to keep your fire pit on your deck, you will need to purchase a fire pit specifically made to use in the patio installation. You may even want to consult a contractor to prepare a fireproof surface under your patio fire pit, and you will need to keep a screen at your fire pit as often as
possible to prevent sparks from causing any fires. Wherever you place your fire pit, make sure it works well with the traffic flow in your backyard, so it doesn't disable the danger to guests and family members. Enjoying the outdoor fire pit you should always keep in mind safety. Keep your fire contained and always keep a bucket of water nearby so you can put
out any stray flames. Always make sure your fire is cold before you leave it overnight. Gas vs. WoodThere are the benefits for gas and forest fires, and while you won't enjoy the classic smell of fire, burning gas fire makes it easy to start your fire pit and enjoy the night outside, while collecting and lighting wood every time you want to use your fire pit is time
consuming and time consuming. However, you should also take into account that you are going to use your fire pit. If you plan to cook, the wood fire is hotter and helps cook the food faster. If you just want a warm area to chat with friends or enjoy a night out outside, a gas fire has a consistent level of flame and heat, with no smoke blowing in your face or
your fire dying. You can easily enjoy a full evening of entertainment with a simple 20-pound propane tank that will fuel your gas fire for up to 12 hours. Gas fire pits can also be more decorative and use fire pit glass stones that will not fade with smoke and soot. If you can't make up your mind, you might consider a double-fuel fire bowl that can use both gas
and wood. Keep in mind that they tend to cost more and require a complex design to build. If you go with gas or wood, always keep in mind safety and keep the fire extinguisher handy. Regularly check gas fires for leaks, make sure you add the best stone to inside your fire pit, and to keep you and Safely, never add extra fuel to a gas fire. Size Up The
SpaceAfter you found the perfect place for your fire pit and decided what materials you would like to use in your design, you will need to decide how big the fire pit you want. Keep it proportional to the size of your backyard or porch so it doesn't feel like it's taking over Space. Your fire pit should suit the design of your backyard landscaping, and you should
provide enough space for the style of outdoor furniture you want to use around your fire pit. When it comes to the size of the fire pit itself, it is usually recommended to plan a large fire pit, not a smaller one. Small fire pits are usually about 3 feet wide, while large fire pits are up to 6 feet wide. The size of the fire pit is measured outside the ring, so keep in mind
that the interior of the fire pit will be less than 3-6 feet, depending on the thickness of your fiery pit ring. Regardless of the kind of outdoor furniture you use around your campfire, you want to make sure that you have at least three feet of space between seating and fire. Sitting too close can be unsafe, because of sparks and flames. Leaving extra space and
planning for a larger fire pit also allows you to upgrade furniture or pull up a few extra chairs when visitors come over.10. Preparing for the CostThe type of fire pit you decide will have a big impact on your wallet. Complex projects built by a contractor can run in the thousands, while portable fire pits typically run between $50-$200. However, if you are really
looking for a high quality design at a low price, DIY pit fire is your best option. There are even fire pit kits you can purchase for about $100-$200 to make your job easier. To keep up the value of your outdoor fire pit make sure you fill it with fire pit glass or fire pit rocks and surround your fire pit with good quality outdoor furniture. While good quality outdoor
furniture can cost more, it is worth the investment because it lasts longer and retains its value. Can you put a fire pit on the grass? Temporary fire pits can easily move from one place to another. If you're going to move yours often, you don't want unsightly dead patches of grass all over the lawn or the danger of dry grass starting a fire. Fortunately, there are
ways to keep your grass protected from portable fire pits. Before you start a fire, you will need to prepare the ground under and around the fire pit. Clean any dead grass or vegetation within 10 feet of your fire pit and wet the grass under the fire pit. Once the grass is wet, you can start to fire, and the water will protect your grass - to a certain extent. If your
grass needs extra protection you can just place brick pavers on top of the grass as a heat shield. They will help protect your grass from high temperatures and keep your grass from drying out. Get that value-addedSave all the hassle with Portofino® Comfort Stone Top Fire Table - EspressoA beautiful, well-built fire pit a lot of value for the house and yard.
The patio with the fire pit is especially valuable because they create a beautiful space for entertaining and visiting with guests - especially if it is not available in the house. Fire pits remain popular with homebuyers and don't really cost much for the value they add. To get the most value from your fire pit, make it a central feature of your yard and invest in
quality landscaping and outdoor furniture that adds to the overall design of your space. There are even stand-alone fire tables and fire table and chair sets that create a quick and easy focal point if you prefer a more temporary option. If you want your open space to feel like expanding your interior space, make sure to use similar design elements as you make
the transition from the inside out. This will make your home feel bigger, especially when entertaining guests.13. Complement your fire with Ambient LightingCreate the perfect entertainment space for your yard with ambient lighting. While it may seem like your beautiful fire pit provides enough light, after sunset you wish you had another light source. Extra light
lets you check the condition of your marshmallow as you make s'mores - if you like them are burnt to a crisp. Simple strings or lamp lights are the perfect accompaniment to the deck of the entertainment area. If string lights don't fit the style you want to achieve, you can always choose torches or light poles instead. Remember that a good light source will also
improve the safety of your family and guests, because they are less likely to move to something they don't see.14 Find the right FurniturePortofino® Comfort 8 Piece Of Fire Seating Movement - Taupe Mist will allow you to enjoy a great time with your friends with comfort. The floor furniture you choose really helps dictate your floor design. To make your home
feel bigger, make sure the design from the inside of the house flows over into the design of your backyard furniture. This will make your space feel more cohesive and more like one large space from the outside. You should also consider the quality of the materials your furniture is made of. By far, the best (and most popular) material is aluminum. High-quality
outdoor furniture will last you for years to come. No matter what outdoor furniture you buy, make sure it is safe to use around the fire and is not flammable. Don't forget to keep all furniture at least 3 feet from your fire pit for added safety. Don't forget ExtrasIt's extras that really make the fire pit area special and a great place to relax. If you live in an area with
lots of insects and mosquitoes, citronella candles are excellent for them in fear. A couple of roasting sticks on hand at all times makes the pumping of some s'mores a breeze. For safety reasons, you should always have a fire extinguisher and pit cover on hand to tame any adventurous fires. Forest fires require a fire fireman to safely move the logs without
risking burns and you have to keep a cleaning broom on hand to clean around the gas Once you've drawn up the basics you can lean back and enjoy your fire pit to safety. The broods got it! Your backyard fire pit is a great addition to he-together parties, and family activities. Some proper planning on how great it is to make your fire pit, the best stones for
inside your campfire, and what outdoor furniture to use around your fire pit, can help your fire pit add a lot of value to your home. Don't underestimate how fire pit glass and fire pit glass stones can affect the look of your outdoor fire pit. Now that you know what to put at the bottom of your campfire you can enjoy the outdoors all year round and create
memories that will last a lifetime. Be sure to add in some high quality outdoor furniture from RST Brands to complete your outdoor landscaping look and environment. Like what you read? Share it with your family, friends. and colleagues. Updated 04/21/2020 Original post from 10/8/2018 10/8/2018
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